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BOOK R E V I E W S / K Y B E R N E T I K A — VOLUME 36 ( 2 0 0 0 ) , NUMBER 2 

ESКO TURUNEN 

Mathematics Behind Fuzzy Logic 

Physica-Verlag, Heidelberg 1999. 
x + 191 pages 
ISBN 3-7908-1221-8. 

Fuzzy set theoretical approach to numerous pгoblems of applied mathematics and, espe-
cially, fuzzy logical analysis of those pгoblems become frequent in the modeгn mathematical 
modelling of the гeal world. It is desirable to offer the mathematically oгiented гeadeг a 
summary of the backgгound of the pгinciples of fuzzy logic in a lucid and compact foгm. 
The refeггed book aims to offer such summary of mathematical backgroungs of fuzzy гea-
soning, and it does so with excellent mathematical culture. 

The relatively brief booklet is divided into fouг main chapteгs. Each of them is com-
pleted by well chosen exeгcises the solutions of which aгe offeгed in the end of the book, 
together with the bibliography (38 items) and the index. The fiгst chapter, entitled "Resid-
ual Lattices" is rather introductory. It presents the concept of lattice, lattice ftlters, BL-
Algebras and гelated notions. The second chapter is devoted to "MV-aigebras" and to 
theiг connection with other similar objects like Wajsberg algebras oг Boolean algebras. 
The thiгd chapter deals with "Fuzzy Propositional Logiď, its semantics, axiomatics and 
completeness. Finally, the fouгth chapter, entitled "Fuzzy Relationś" presents the fuzzy 
гelational equations, fuzzy similaгity гelations and their connections with fuzzy reasoning. 

The particular topics tгeated in the гeferгed book aгe well chosen, the explanation is 
cleaг and the woгk itself forms a compact unit. The pгesentation of fuzzy set theoretical 
and fuzzy logical concepts is based on the theory of lattices to which the values of the 
membership functions of fuzzy objects belong. This ratheг abstract appгoach to the given 
topic is fully adequate to the character of fuzzy logical concepts. The text is well readabłe 
for eveгybody who is familiar with mathematical and logical symbolics. The book is very 
useful foг readers looking for compact summary of mathematical foundations of fuzzy logic 
and fuzzy reasoning. The гich ofFer of exercises means that the гefeгred publication can be 
used also as highly qualifìed textbook. 

Milan Mareš 
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